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Behavior of pair correlation function in Ising ferromagnets near the transitiOn point is 
studied in two different ways. First, it is studied by means of the Lee-Yang. theorem on the 
distribution o£ zeros of partition function. Secondly, a diagrammatic method is developed 
and a connection is discussed between the results obtained by these two different methods. 

§ 1. Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we would like to extend a 
discussion given in a previous paper1

) (to be referred to as I) which dealt with 
singularities of susceptibility, magnetization and specific heat in Ising ferromagnets 
to that of pair correlation function. As a natural generalization of I, an expres
sion for the pair correlation function is obtained in § 2 by means of the Lee
yang theorem.2

) We will study in § 3 the critical behavior of pair correlation 
function in the presence of magnetic field, and compare our results with those 
of other theories. Throughout §§ 2 and 3 we will use the same notations and 
definitions as in I, unless otherwise mentioned. 

The second purpose of this paper is to discuss the pair correlation function 
from a diagrammatic point of view. Some time ago, the present author published 
a paper3

) (to be referred to as D) in which a diagrammatic method is developed 
for studying the phase transition of Ising model. We were led there to the 
Curie-Weiss law for the susceptibility, which is not consistent with the singularity 
(T-Tc)-\ Cr>1). We will remedy in § 4 this inconsistency and discuss a 
relevance of the results in § 3 with those obtained by a diagrammatic method. 

§ 2. Pair correlation function in Ising ferromagnets 

We consider exactly the same system as in I and introduce a pair correla
tion function defined by 

(!1i/lj) = ~l-ti/1j exp(-.2~-~Kvq/1p/1q + _!_kn_TH ~. 11v)!z, 
l'("fl'N p,q P 

(2·1) 

where /1i is an Ising spin taking values ± 1, Kvq = Jvql kT with Jvq the exchange 
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Critical Behavior of Pair Correlation Function in Ising Ferromagnets 569 

interaction between the pth and qth spins, Z is the partition function of the 

system. It is clear that </ii/l.j) is derived from the Z: 

<11i /ij) = (8 /8 I<ij) ln Z. (2·2) 

From Eq. (2 · 2) of I we have 

2,-

<11i !li) = \ ln (z - eiB) g (8, ij) dO, (2·3) 
0 

where g (0, ij) is given by 

g (0, ij) = (8 /8Kij) Nf! (0). (2·4) 

By the use of Eq. (2 · 3) of I we find 

z,.. 

\ g(O, ij)dO=O, g( --0, ij) =g(O, ij). (2·5) 
0 

With the aid of Eq. (2 · 5), we can write Eq. (2 · 3) as follows : 
,.. 

<11i !li) = \ ln [2 ( ch h- c:os 0)] g (0, ij) dO. (2·6) 
0 

It should be noted that the above equation has precisely the same form as 

Eq. (2 · 4) of I. 
We now restrict ourselves to the case above the transition temperature and 

note that 

g (0, ij) = 0, (2·7) 

which follows from Eq. (2·8) of I. It is convenient to define a function G(O, ij): 

B 

G(O, ij) = \ g(O', ij)dO'. (2·8) 
Be 

Then, using partial integration and Eqs. (2 · 5) and (2 · 8), we get from Eq. (2. 6) 

1< 

<11i 11j>=- ( ----~i~-0--- ceo, iJ)dO. 
) ch h- cos 0 
Be 

(2·9) 

It is expected that in the neighborhood of transition point the </ii/ij) depends 

on the distance r= iri-rji, so that we write it as g(r). (We rneasure the 

distance in units of lattice constant.) Furthermore, simplifying Eq. (2. 9) as 

in I, we find 
,.. 

) 
20 . 

g (r) = - ----- G (O t r) dO . 
h2 + 82 ' ' 

Be 

(2·10) 
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570 R. Abe 

·Here we write an explicit dependence of G on t. 

In order to find a possible form of G(B, t, r), we assume as in Fisher's 
theory4

> that the g (r) in the absence of magnetic field is written as 

(2·11) 

From this equation the temperature dependence of correlation length L in the 

vicinity of transition point is expressed as 

Lee rv. 

Furthermore, assuming that F(O) = const we find 

g(r) ccr-\ (r~oo) 

(2·12) 

(2·13) 

at the transition point. A parameter J.. is related with a more conventional IJ as 

J..=d-2+1}, (2·14) 

where d is the dimensionality of the system. Since the susceptibility X is given 

by 

repeating Fisher's procedure4
> we have 

r =v (d-J..). (2·16) 

Absorbing a factor -2 in Eq. (2 ·10) in the definition of G and carrying 
out a change of variable e = Bcx, we obtain in the case h = 0 

ro 

F(rtv) _ ( G(Bcx, t, r) d 
~ J X. r 

1 
x · 

(2·17) 

This .equation yields some condition to be imposed on G. From Eq. (3 · 9) of 
I we have Be cc ttl!\ and therefore if we introduce a transformation 

where a is an arbitrary constant, we find 

(2·18) 

This equation should hold for any value of a. Since the left-hand side Is In
dependent of a, it follows that a quantity 

a~G (a-t1f2v8cx, a-lfvt, ar) 

1s also independent of a. Thus differentiating it by a, we have 
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Critical Beha·vior of Pair Correlation Function in Ising Ferromagnets 571 

(_d_e-~~-+_!_~ -~---r--~~)\ G(() t r) =AG(() t r) 
2v ()() v f) t or ' ' ' ' . 

A general solution of this equation is shown to be 

G(e, t, r) =r-'J.,P(rtv, r()2vfA), 

where P(x, y) is an arbitrary function of x and y. 

§ 3. Pair correlation function in magnetic field 

(2 ·19) 

(2 ·20) 

We are going to discuss in this section the pair correlation function in the 
presence of magnetic field. Putting Eq.. (2 · 20) in Eq. (2 ·10), we obtain 

(3·1) 

Therefore, the g (r) is expressed as 

(3·2) 

We notice that the g(r) should approach M 2 in the limit r->oo. Consequently, 
a factor r in the F in Eq. (3 · 2) should cancel out with r'}., in this limit. As a 
result, a limiting form of g (r) is given by 

Comparing this equation with Eq. (3 · 5) of I, we find 

2r =Li -- J,.v. 

Combining Eq. (2 ·16) with Eq. (3 · 4), we get 

vd=Ll --r. 

(3·3) 

(3·4) 

(3·5) 

This result is consistent with previous suggestions of Widom,5
) Patashinsky and 

Pokrovsky,6
) and Kadanof£.7

) In the two-dimensional Ising model, the exact 
values J = 15/4, J,. = 1/4, v = 1, r = 7 I 4 satisfy Eqs. (2 ·16) and (3 · 5). In the 
three-dimensional case, if we adopt8

) J = 25/8, r = 5/4, we have 

v=5/8, tl=l. (3·6) 

It should be noted that these values have already been suggested by Domb.8
) 

Let us turn our attention to a discussion of how the correlation length at 
the transition point depends on h. For this purpose, we define a net correlation 
function U1 (r) as 

(3·7) 
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572 R. Abe 

It is clear from Eqs. (3 · 2) and (3 · 3) that 

U1Cr) =r-"Fl(rtv, hr 412
). (3·8) 

Or, if we choose another set of independent variables, we can write U1 (r) as 

(3·9) 

The convenience of this choice lies in the fact that g1 (r) IS a regular function 
of t if hi=O. Thus, putting t = 0 in Eq. (3 · 9), we find 

(3 ·10) 

In the two-dimensional case Loch-8115 and in the three-dimensional one Loch-2
1
5. 

§ 4. Diagrammatic discussion 

One of the ways of studying the phase transition is to employ a diagram
matic technique. 9

) This section is devoted to a discussion of how the results 
obtained in previous sections are reflected in such a method. We will use the 
same definitions and notations as in D, except that we write here explicitly 
the t dependence of 1(q). Before going into details, we denote the Fourier 
transform of g(r) by g[q] and study its t dependence. With the aid of Eq. 
(2·11), the g[q] is expressed as 

00 

[ J ( ) d-1 ( ) A.-d Q ( q \ g q =) g(r r S qr dr=q t;). 
0 

We write this equation as 

g[q] =q"-d/ [al (q/t"?-d + a2 (q/c?-d+ 2 +as (q/t") A.-d+4 + · · ·] 
=1/(al t 7 +a2 t 7 q2 r 2J)+as t 7 q4 r 4J)+ ···), 

where use is made of Eq. (2 ·16). In this way, we are led to 

g[q] = 1/t"~ f(q2r2v). 

As was shown in D, the g[q] is written as 

g[q] =1(q, t)/[1-K(q)1(q, t)]. 

Therefore it follows that 

1-1(0, t)K(O) oc t 7
• 

(4·1) 

(4·2) 

(4·3) 

(4·4) 

We will study 1n the following how the 1(0, t) depends on t, assuming for the 
time being that the g[q] is given by Eq. (4·2). 

The function 1i1 is expressed in terms of diagrams as illustrated in Fig. 5 
of D. Let us first study the t dependence of M 2• If we define a square part 
as is shown in Fig. 1, its contribution to 1(0, t) is proportional to 
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Critical Behavior of Pair Correlation Function in Ising Ferromagnets 573 

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of square part. 
A circle in the figure means I function. 

Introducing a change of variable q=r.x, we find that Eq. (4·5) yields a con
tribution of the order of tva-'l. Therefore, if n square parts are connected to a 
given point, its contribution to I(O, t) is proportional to tn<v<Z-'l). Next, we con

sider the second diagram in Fig. 5 of D. Its contribution to I(O, t) is propor
tional to 

(4·6) 

This result is easily generalized to a more complicated diagram. As in D, 
let the number of points and of lines in a given diagram be p and l, respectively. 
Since each line yields a factor r \ the contribution of lines is proportional to 
rz'l. Also, note that the number of independent integral variables is l- (jJ -1) 
and that each variable yields a factor t"d after the change of variables mentioned 
above. Therefore, if a given diagram involves n square parts, the total contri
bution to I (0, t) is proportional to 

t(l-p+l)vd-l'l-1-n(vd-'l) == t<l+n)(vd-·'l)-(p-l)vd. (4 ·7) 

From the topological structure of our diagrams, it is clear that 

l=2p-l, 2p+1, 2p+3, .... (4·8) 

If we set l + n by l agam, we find from Eqs. (4 · 7) and ( 4 · 8) that a general 
term of I(O, t) is of the order of 

tl(vd-'l)--(p--l)vd' ( 4, 9) 

where 

l = 2p- 1 + 1n (m = 0 1 2 · · ·) ' ' ' ' . ( 4 ·10) 

It may happen that the proportionality constants 1n Eq. ( 4 · 9) are zero for 
l<l', i.e. m<m' with fixed p, but is not for l=l'. Then comparing Eq. (4·9) 
with Eq. (4·4), we have 

r =~ l' (v d -- r) -- ( p - 1) v d, ( 4 ·11) 

where 

l' =2p-1 +tn'. (4·12) 
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574 R. Abe 

Solving r from Eq. ( 4 ·11) and writing nt' by m, we get 

r /Vd== (jY --1- tn) / (2p -+- m), (4 ·13) 

where 

p=2, 3, 4, ... and Jn=O, 1, 2, .... (4·14) 

Equation ( 4 ·13) implies that the ratio r jvd should be equal to some ra
tional number subject to the condition ( 4 ·14). In the two-dimensional Ising 
model, we know that vd=2 and r=7/4, so that we find m=6p from Eq. (4·13). 
If we put p = 2, we have m = 12 or l' = 15 from Eq. ( 4 ·12). This result means 
that in the present case the diagrams with two points yield no contributions to 
1(0, t) if Z<;14. \Vhen l reaches 15, the diagram at first gives rise to a contri
bution to 1(0, t). It is quite speculative that the result o = 15 leads to the above 
value of l. 

So far we have assumed that the g[q] is given by Eq. (4·2). However, 
under the assumption that a similar vanishing of diagrams occurs also for the 
case q=/-=0, it is seen that Eq. ( 4 · 2) is self-consistent if one considers the q 
dependence of 1(q, t) along the line conjectured above. 

One may be tempted to extend the above-mentioned speculation to the three
dimensional case. In this case; we have ()' = 5. 8) Thus, putting p = 2 and l' = 5 
in Eq. ( 4 ·12), we find n/ = 2 and therefore r = 2v from Eq. ( 4 ·13). If the 
value r = 5/4 is substituted we get v = 5/8, which is consistent with Eq. (3 · 6). 
It is not clear at present, however, why the value of l which leads to a nonzero 
contribution to 1(0, t) coincides with that of o. This problem seems to need 
a further investigation. 

In closing we would like to mention some remarks on the recent calcu
lations10> by Fisher and Burford. They have obtained from series expanswns 
numerical values which are consistent with IJ = 1/18 and v = 9/14. When this 
value of v and r = 5/4, (lc-=<3 are substituted in Eq. ( 4 ·13), we find 

jJ =19m/ 16. (4·15) 

The mm1mum value of p satisfying both Eq. (4·14) and Eq. (4·15) is 19. 
Thus, the Fisher-Burford result implies an extraordinary cancellation of diagrams; 
all the diagrams with p<18 should yield no contributions to 1(0, t). It is an 
open question, however, which is true, the former case (p = 2) or the latter 
case (p = 19) or another possibility different from these two cases. 
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